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Asteroid arrival

June 27th, 2018 (planned)

Examination of asteroid via remote sensing 
observations, followed by the release of the 
small lander and rovers. Obtain samples 
from the asteroid surface. 

Create an artificial crater on 
the asteroid surface using an 
impact device.

Sample analysis
After confirming site safety, 
touchdown to the crater to 
collect subsurface material

Departure from the asteroid
November – December, 2019

Launch
December 3rd, 2014

Return to Earth
End of 2020

Outline of mission flow

▲
Earth swing-by
December 3rd, 
2015
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Release 
impactor

Create 
artificial crater

(Illustration: Akihiro Ikeshita)



Current status and project schedule
Current status：

– The ion engine operation for forward cruise finished on June 3, 2018.
– We have started Optical navigation by using ONC (Optical Navigation Camera).
– The distance between Ryugu and the spacecraft is about 750km today (June 14).
– We are currently observing the light curve of Ryugu and searching for satellites.
– Arrival at Ryugu is scheduled for around June 27.
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2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

12 3         10 12 4 6 7 12 12 

Event
approach Re-entry

Earth swing-by

Southern hemisphere station 
operations (CAN/MLG)
Oct May

Mar Jun

(Dec 3)

Mar May Nov Apr Jan Jun
Ion engine operations ※

Arrival at Ryugu
(Scheduled: June 
27)

Departure from Ryugu
(Nov～Dec)

Capsule re-entry
(Late 2020)

Journey to asteroid Asteroid proximity operations Earth returnswing-by

launch
(Dec 3)

EDVEGAInitial 
operation

Optical navigation
May Jul JanDec

Interim period
（Solar conjunction）

TBD TBD TBD TBD

ESA（MLG/WLH）
test operations
(May 21- 22)

Schedule overview：



Ion engine operation

■Before swing-by

■After swing-by
Period Name No. of thrusters Δv

m/s
Time

2016/3/22〜2016/5/21 Phase 1: Ion engine operation 3（2 at times） 127 798 h

2016/11/22〜
2017/4/26

Phase 2: ion engine 3（2 at times） 435 2593

2018/1/10〜2018/6/3 Phase 3: ion engine 2→3 393 2475 4

Summary of forward cruise ion engine operation

IES：ion engine system

Period Name No. of 
thrusters

Δv
m/s

Time
h

Initial check IES operations test - − −

2015.03.03–21 IES Powered Navigation 1 2 44 409

2015.05.12–13 IES max. thrust test 3 4 24

2015.06.02–06 IES Powered Navigation 2 2 11 102

2015.09.01–2 IES Powered Navigation 3 2 1. 3 12
Sun

Launch
(2014.12.03)

Earth swing-by
(2015.12.03)

Arrive at Ryugu
(Jun–Jul 2018)

Trajectory to Ryugu
Hayabusa 2 orbit

Earth orbit

Phase-1 ion engine operations
(2016.03.22–05.21, incl. added burns)

Phase-2 ion engine operations
(2016.11.22–2017.04.26）

Phase-3 ion engine operations
(2018.01.10–06.03)
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Image of Ryugu taken with the ONC-T (Optical Navigation Camera – Telescopic)

Image of Ryugu taken with the ONC-T on June 13, 2018 at approximately 13:50 JST. Field of
view is 6.3 degrees x 6.3 degrees and the exposure time is about 178 seconds.

Ground observation team: JAXA, Kyoto University, Japan Spaceguard Association, Seoul National University.
ONC team：JAXA, University of Tokyo, Koichi University, Rikkyo University, Nagoya University, Chiba Institute of

Technology, Meiji University, University of Aizu and AIST.

Observation of Ryugu

Ryugu’s brightness is about -
6.6 magnitude.

June 13, distance 920km



Observation of Ryugu
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Image of Ryugu taken with the ONC-T (Optical Navigation Camera – Telescopic)

Image of Ryugu taken with the ONC-T on June 13, 2018 at approximately 13:50 JST. Field of
view is 6.3 degrees x 6.3 degrees and the exposure time is about 0.09 seconds.

Ground observation team: JAXA, Kyoto University, Japan Spaceguard Association, Seoul National University.
ONC team：JAXA, University of Tokyo, Koichi University, Rikkyo University, Nagoya University, Chiba Institute of

Technology, Meiji University, University of Aizu and AIST.

June 13, distance 920km

Ryugu’s brightness is about -
6.6 magnitude.



Observation of Ryugu
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June 6, distance 2600km June 10, distance 1500km
Image of Ryugu taken with the ONC-T (Optical Navigation Camera – Telescopic)



Observation of Ryugu
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Image of Ryugu taken with the TIR（Thermal Infrared Imager）

Image of Ryugu taken with the TIR on June 7, 2018 at approximately 18:45 JST. Field of view on the left image is 6
degrees x 6 degrees and the right image is a magnification. The exposure time is about 0.5 seconds.
TIR team：JAXA, Hokkaido University of Education, Rikkyo University, University of Aizu, Chiba Institute of Technology, Ashikaga University,
AIST, National Institute for Environmental Studies, Hokkaido Kitami Hokuto High School, University of Tokyo, Max Planck Institute, DLR, Stirling
University.

June 7, distance 2100km



Observation of Ryugu
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Light curve of Ryugu from the TIR (Thermal Infrared Imager)

This light curve confirms 
the asteroid’s rotation is 
about 7.6 hours, as 
expected.

Light curve of Ryugu obtained with the TIR (change in intensity of the signal). Data is from 37 images taken between
June 7, 2018 at about 17:30 JST to June 8 at about 01:30 JST. Exposure time for each image was 0.5 seconds.
TIR team：JAXA, Hokkaido University of Education, Rikkyo University, University of Aizu, Chiba Institute of Technology, Ashikaga University, AIST,
National Institute for Environmental Studies, Hokkaido Kitami Hokuto High School, University of Tokyo, Max Planck Institute, DLR, Stirling University.

※The absolute value of the 
signal strength will be 
analyzed in the future.
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Observations of Ryugu
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■LIDAR（laser altimeter）
・On June 6, power was turned on and confirmed that the system 

starts up normally. It has been two years since the power was last 
turned on.

・Distance measurement to the asteroid will be attempted once 
Ryugu is sufficiently close (measurement range is 25km – 30m)

■NIRS3（Near Infrared Spectrometer）
・On June 6, the power was turned on and normal start up 

confirmed. It has been about half a year since the power was last 
turned on.

・ Observations of Ryugu will be attempted during the approach in 
the future.



Optical Navigation 
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Reasons for Optical Navigation (hybrid navigation using optical and radiometric 
measurements ):
• Necessary technique to arrive at a celestial body 900m in size at a distance 300 million 

km from Earth.
• The errors (uncertainties) for the orbit of spacecraft and asteroid:

• Using Optical Navigation during the approach to the asteroid reduces these errors.

Error in the position estimation
Hayabusa2
（At a distance of about 300 million km）

About 300km（Using the conventional RARR）
Several km（by DDOR）

Asteroid Ryugu About 220km（as of May 2018)
Note） ・RARR is the abbreviation of “Range and Range Rate”, a conventional method to estimate the trajectory of a 

spacecraft by measuring the distance to the probe and velocity along the line of sight using radiowave
communication. 

・DDOR is “Delta Differential One-way Range”, a method of accurately estimating the trajectory by receiving 
radiowaves from the probe at two ground stations simultaneously.

・ The size of the error is 3σ (probability of 99.7%)

Reference：
A 900m target at a distance of 300 million km is equivalent to a 6cm target at 20,000 km. In 
other words, arriving at Ryugu is the same as aiming at a 6cm target in Brazil from Japan!



① Radio Navigation
The change in frequency from transmitted & received 
radiowaves between the Earth and spacecraft (Doppler 
effect) gives the trajectory of the spacecraft along the line of 
sight from the Earth ．

② Optical Navigation
• By imaging the asteroid from the spacecraft, 

we measure the asteroid’s direction from the 
spacecraft．

• Once we can use LIDAR, the distance can 
also be measured．

③ Hybrid navigation using optical 
and radiometric observations 
By combining ① radio navigation 
and ② optical navigation, we can 
accurately calculate all three sides 
of the triangle in the figure．

Orbit of the spacecraft relative to the Earth (Solar System)

Earth’s orbit 
around the 
Sun

Optical Navigation
Basic Principal

Note： It is common to refer to “hybrid navigation using 
optical and radiometric observations” as simply “Optical 
Navigation”.
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Principals of Optical Navigation • Take an image of the asteroid against 
background stars.

• Based on the asteroid’s location on this star 
map, the direction to the asteroid from the 
spacecraft can be measured. 

• By collecting a lot of directional information, 
the asteroid’s position and velocity with respect 
to the spacecraft can be calculated.

• Rather than heading straight for the asteroid, 
adding lateral motion to the spacecraft 
trajectory allows a “moving stereo view” of the 
asteroid to give not only the direction, but also 
the asteroid’s distance.

Optical Navigation
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Towards Earth

Asteroid sits at the origin

6/14 
TCM03

6/11 
TCM02

6/8 
TCM01

6/16
TCM04

6/18
TCM05

6/20
TCM06

6/22
TCM07

6/24 TCM08
6/26 TCM09

Approach corridor
(Direction of approach while keeping 
the asteroid in view of the camera)

This zigzag path increases the stereo vision effect 
to increase the accuracy of the approach

Approach corridor

Enlarged view

6/27 Arrival maneuver

※The trajectory may be changed in future operations.

Optical Navigation

TCM：Trajectory Correction 
Maneuver
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Optical Navigation
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Change in distance between Ryugu and the spacecraft

Predicted values at the present time.

6ピクセル

15ピクセル

110ピクセル

400ピクセル

The number of pixels indicates the expected diameter of Ryugu
when photographed with the ONC-T.
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Date (June 2018)

Enlargement of above plot

6 pixels

15 pixels

110 pixels

400 pixels



Optical Navigation
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Change in the relative speed between Ryugu and the spacecraft and the TCM

TCM：Trajectory Correction Maneuver
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Date (June 2018)

Predicted values at the present time.

Enlargement of above plot



(Ryugu image by T. Mueller)

？

？

Search for satellites
Reasons for a satellite search
• Even the low gravity Ryugu can also have satellite
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• No matter how small, a collision with a satellite is fatal to the mission. However, if if 
there are satellites around Ryugu then it would be scientifically a great discovery.

• Ryugu was searched for orbiting objects from a safe distance (on June 7 at 2,100km). 
From here, satellites smaller than 1m in diameter could be discovered. Such 
observations were also performed for Hayabusa [Fuse et al, 2008]

Satellites can exist within this range
(Hill radius:  ~90 km)

We want to approach 
within the Hill radius



Search for satellites
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Satellite search observation record (June 7)
① 08:03 – 08:09
② 11:06 – 11:12
③ 14:17 – 14:23
④ 16:35 – 16:41

*multiple occasions to capture orbital movement.

A small satellite emits only a small amount of 
light. To capture this, a 178 second exposure it 
used for observations (30,000 times longer than the 
normal setting). 
* Dim stars above magnitude 12 can be seen.

time

Ryugu

Signal overflow 
from Ryugu

μGem

~200 km
It is safe to approach the stable orbit radius for a satellite smaller than 50cm (50km). As we approach Ryugu, we 
will continue to search for smaller satellites. 
ONC team：JAXA, University of Tokyo, Koichi University, Rikkyo University, Nagoya University, Chiba Institute of Technology, Meiji University, 
University of Aizu and AIST.
Ground observation team: JAXA, Kyoto University, Japan Spaceguard Association, Seoul National University.

No satellites larger than the detection 
limit (50cm) were seen.



Emphasized brightness

Ryugu

Signal overflow 
from Ryugu

μGem

Search for satellites
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Satellite search observation record (June 7)
① 08:03 – 08:09
② 11:06 – 11:12
③ 14:17 – 14:23
④ 16:35 – 16:41

*multiple occasions to capture orbital movement.

A small satellite emits only a small amount of 
light. To capture this, a 178 second exposure it 
used for observations (30,000 times longer than the 
normal setting). 
* Dim stars above magnitude 12 can be seen.

It is safe to approach the stable orbit radius for a satellite smaller than 50cm (50km). As we approach Ryugu, we 
will continue to search for smaller satellites. 
ONC team：JAXA, University of Tokyo, Koichi University, Rikkyo University, Nagoya University, Chiba Institute of Technology, Meiji University, 
University of Aizu and AIST.
Ground observation team: JAXA, Kyoto University, Japan Spaceguard Association, Seoul National University.

No satellites larger than the detection limit 
(50cm) were seen.

time

~200 km



Search for satellites
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Reference：
Stars brighter than 12 
magnitudes are marked 
with a circle.

ONC team：JAXA, University of Tokyo, 
Koichi University, Rikkyo University, 
Nagoya University, Chiba Institute of 
Technology, Meiji University, University 
of Aizu and AIST.

Ground observation team: JAXA, Kyoto 
University, Japan Spaceguard 
Association, Seoul National University.
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Mission Schedule

Recent Operations
• Continue Optical Navigation 
• Continue satellite search 
• Continue scientific observation

• Arrival at Ryugu is scheduled for around June 27 (exact date may vary 
by a few days, depending on the exact operation situation). 

Operation in the asteroid vicinity 
• The specific schedule will be determined based on observations between 

June and August 
• The current schedule is on the next page.



Mission schedule
Year Month, day Event Status

2018 January 10 Third stage of ion engine operation begins Complete
June 3 Ion engine operation ends Complete
June 3 Start of asteroid approach (distance: 3100km） Complete
June 27 Arrival at asteroid Ryugu (altitude 20km） Planning
End of July Medium altitude observations #1（alt. 5km） Planning
August Decent to measure gravity （alt.1km） Planning
Sept - Oct Period for touchdown operation #1 Planning
Sept - Oct Period for rover deployment #1 Planning
Nov - Dec Solar conjunction (communication unavailable) Planning

2019 January Medium altitude observations #2（alt. 5km） Planning
February Period for touchdown operation #2 Planning
Mar - Apr Crater generation operation Planning
Apr - May Period for touchdown operation #3 Planning
July Period for rover deployment #2 Planning
Aug - Nov Remain near asteroid Planning
Nov - Dec Departure from asteroid Planning
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This schedule may be changed for multiple factors after arrival at Ryugu. Please note therefore, 
that the situation is not fixed, except where marked ‘Complete’.

Provisional version
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Thank you!

We will soon arrive at Ryugu!
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